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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Reason: truth wants to be challenged. Dogma: truth
wants to be protected. Like most religions, Aporialogy describes a cosmic, unseen battle between
good and evil. For most religions, that battle is between something like heaven and hell for the soul
of mankind. For Aporialogy, that battle is between reason and dogma for the mind of mankind.
Aporialogy organizes the two opposing sides into the Doctrines of Dogma and the Rules of Reason.
Principle for principle, these two systems of how to think and search for truth are in opposition. For
example, the first Doctrine of Dogma is Certainty is the highest virtue and the first Rule of Reason is
certainty is an illusion. Traditionally, religions have sided with dogma and teach that their theory of
truth should not be challenged. Siding with reason, Aporialogy teaches that the truth is that truth
wants to be challenged. Only false ideas fear being tested. Because of this, Aporialogy welcomes
criticism and doubt. Like most religions, Aporialogy has a theory of cosmology, history, morality
and the afterlife. Aporialogy s theories on most of these issues are...
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This composed pdf is great. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I am just happy to explain how this is actually
the finest pdf we have go through inside my own daily life and could be he greatest publication for ever.
-- Conr a d Hea ney-- Conr a d Hea ney

The ebook is simple in read easier to recognize. It is one of the most awesome book we have read through. I am happy to explain how this is basically the
finest pdf we have read inside my very own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for actually.
-- Ja iden Tur cotte DDS-- Ja iden Tur cotte DDS
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